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Quick links: Manuals : Megasquirt info : Forum help page : Downloads. Moderators: jsmcortina ,
muythaibxr. Return to MS3 General Support. PT4 cam input issue General support questions
and announcements for MS3. See also MS3 manuals. But i just cant getting any signal out of the
pt4 , ms3 pin 24 was getting nice signal , so i tried both high res and low res signal on pin 24 to
make sure the distributor is working properly.. The ms3 will goes offline whenever i turn the
distributor to feed signal to both ms3x pin31 and ms3 pin Anyone that use pt4 as cam input.. I
can repair or upgrade Megasquirts in UK. So the 1k ohm is causing the problem? I do know this
pin can use for vvt control,to select the pt4 as cam sync in vvt setting KennyX. I don't see how
you are getting the symptoms you report. The one show in documentation is incomplete, or it is
a direct link from connector to ms3 processor? Is that what you wanted to know? I found 1
interested scene here BUT only to spin the cas disc very very slow.. TS will go offline But when i
select other ignition profile like toothed wheel Check your email. Normal loss of sync Any idea
what to do on PT4 to get rid of this issue? Nissan cas is this a bug or something else? Board
index All times are UTC. The primary user support forum for Megasquirt customers is at There
are many helpful users on the forum who will try to help with any Megasquirt questions you may
have. Before posting for the first time you need to collect your thoughts and refer to the
following guidanceâ€¦. Be polite Most other forum users are giving free advice, so do not be
rude to them. The tiny minority of rude or insulting users will most likely be ignored or even
banned. Post in the right section What is your question? Most questions are about how to
install or tune your Megasquirt. These belong in the support sections related to your Megasquirt
version. Not sure what version you have? MS3 General Support Megasquirt 3 questions.
Building, wiring, configuring, tuning. Note this is NOT about the menu options or how to tune
â€” those questions belong in the sections already mentioned. TunerStudio for questions about
or problems with TunerStudio itself installation, communications etc. The Development
sections are for discussion of software development of the Megasquirt firmware. Feel free to
read if you wish. Provide enough information about your install The forum is international and
there is a huge variation of models and availability around the world. Assume we have never
heard of your car, bike, engine. Tell us fully what it is, what crank and cam trigger wheels, coil
types, injector types etc it has. You also need to state what firmware code version you are
running. You can find that out from the title bar of your tuning software. The firmware is the
piece of software that runs on the Megasquirt controller itself â€” it performs all of the engine
control. The tuning software runs on your PC and allows you to change settings, it performs no
control functions. Other users can read this file to see what settings you have and give you
suggests if they see problems. First you need to capture these files. The MSQ is your tuning
settings. This will save your MSQ with the date and time as the filename. You might want to add
a comment at the end. Take a datalog If you have attempted to start your engine or have it
running, then you should take a datalog and post that too. A normal sized datalog to post would
be in the region of one to five minutes long. Any shorter and there probably will not be enough
information. If you are not yet ready to start your engine, then it is ok to skip this. Starting a
datalog. Stopping the datalog. Making your post Now that you have collected the MSQ and
datalog, you are ready to type up your post. Having typed your post, click on the Upload
Attachment tab and Browse. Then type in a short comment about it and Add File. Repeat for the
Datalog file you saved. To reduce spammers, the first post you ever make is moderated. So you
have to wait for the moderators to take a look which might take up to one day. Please do not
immediately post the same thing again. What if nobody replies? If there are no replies after a
few days, you can reply to your own post asking if anyone has any ideas. Sometimes posts get
missed. Home Megasquirt Forum Introduction. Megasquirt Forum Introduction The primary user
support forum for Megasquirt customers is at Before posting for the first time you need to
collect your thoughts and refer to the following guidanceâ€¦ Be polite Most other forum users
are giving free advice, so do not be rude to them. MegaLogViewer likewise The Development
sections are for discussion of software development of the Megasquirt firmware. Starting a
datalog Stopping the datalog Making your post Now that you have collected the MSQ and
datalog, you are ready to type up your post. Then type in a short comment about it and Add File
Repeat for the Datalog file you saved. Click here for the forum The MegaSquirt Project has
experienced explosive growth other the years, with hundreds of new MS installations occurring
every week - a phenomenal success! To reflect this the support structure has also changed to
meet the needs of MegaSquirt Users. However the forums will remain available for view, they
still contain a wealth of information on how MegaSquirt works, how it is installed and used. Feel
free to search the forums for information, facts, and overview. What has changed is that the
method of MegaSquirt support today has rapidly moved to Facebook, this is where the vast
majority of interaction is happening now. For those not on Facebook the msextra forums is
another place for product support. Finally, for product selection assistance, all of the

MegaSquirt vendors are there to help you select a system, along with all of the required pieces
to make it complete. Skip to content. In total there are users online :: 3 registered, 0 hidden and
guests based on users active over the past minutes Most users ever online was on Thu Aug 22,
pm. Privacy Terms. Quick links. Ford Ford, Lincoln, Mercury, Merkur, etc. Daimler-Benz
Mercedes. Toyota Toyota, Lexus. Volvo, Saab. Nissan Nissan, Infiniti, Datsun. Fiat, Ferrari, Alfa
Romeo, etc. Subaru, Isuzu, Suzuki, Mitsubishi, etc. Honda Honda, Acura. Renault, Citroen,
Peugeot, etc. Watercraft Boats, jet-skis, etc. Hyundai, Kia, Proton, etc. Projects For vehicles not
yet running, but in the process of converting to MegaSquirt ask a moderator to move your
thread once you are running. Yugo, Lada, etc. Forum Support. How Do I Do you need some help
in using the forums? Any questions about using the forums can be asked here. Contact a
Forum Administrator. Forum Rules. Who is online In total there are users online :: 3 registered,
0 hidden and guests based on users active over the past minutes Most users ever online was on
Thu Aug 22, pm. Quick links: Manuals : Megasquirt info : Forum help page : Downloads.
Moderators: jsmcortina , muythaibxr. Audi 2. Tuning concepts, methods, tips etc. I'm in the
process of converting a tune that was running a mild turbo 1. Following the instructions in the
manual, I found tooth 54 when at TDC, which converts out to degrees on the wheel. It's just
popping and backfiring. Figured it would be worth a check to see if anyone else has set this up,
and what they're running. Cheers, Rich. Last edited by wndrllama on Tue May 28, pm, edited 1
time in total. Re: Audi 2. Try Updates: I was way off on the crank angle. I got 15 this time. Not
sure wtf happened there. Just to simplify things, I switched over to wasted COP. The engine
now starts and idles for a second, then dies. Changing the throttle does absolutely nothing for
rpms. That's the setting for OEM 1. I'm running an LC-2 that was working fine in my last setup.
When the cars been sitting for a while, it goes out of range high as expected. As soon as the
engine starts, it goes out of range low. I tried re-calibrating. No change. Again, this is a modified
tune from a 1. The 2. It's running the same injectors. Intake and exhaust are obviously different.
I would expect this to be a halfway decent base tune. Attached tune, composite log, data log.
You do not have the required permissions to view the files attached to this post. So I don't have
any 02 readings for 30s or so after start. I meant to fix that last year, but obviously didn't. It was
missing a lot of fuel. Once I massaged the fuel table a bit, I was able to keep it running with a
crank angle of 90 and decent AFRs; albeit with some constant throttle and intermittent pops.
Plugs show they're running rich. Somethings still way off here. I've attached a better datalog If
anyone has any ideas, it would be greatly appreciated! VE values in the table are weirdly low was that a generated VE table? If so, what values did you use in the table generator? The ECU is
going to ignore the O2 sensor for 30 seconds after startup to give adequate warm-up time
anyway. The data logs appear to show an unplugged air temperature sensor. Not THE problem,
but it will make it a lot harder to keep the engine in tune. There is also no need to have special
"Audi info". TDC is the same for all engines. I, too, urge you to abandon that bogus VE table. An
engine can be made to run no matter how "unreal" the table is, but a bad VE table will cause a
lot of difficulties if you ever want to change anything. A sync-loss as the engine stops is rather
normal. I always get one. Stick with wasted-COP until you are well past all other issues. Ignore
the existing marks on the damper. Bring 1 to TDC and put a new mark on the damper that lines
up with the fixed pointer. Use a dab of paint or even tape, it doesn't have to be terribly accurate
to use the light and get the timing good enough for now. I blame German Engineering! One
issue with this approach is that I won't easily be able to determine which phase the engine is in.
Put your finger over the 1 plug hole as you bring the piston up to find TDC and feel for pressure
building up; that will be the TDC between the compression and power strokes. I re-checked TDC
on cylinder 1, and the crank trigger angle ends up being the same as my 1. Then I ran out of
time. I'm going to have to pull the engine harness to diagnose the IAT issue. In the mean time, I
need to buy a timing light. I should be able to just run it off cylinder 3 to confirm timing. I'll
probably be back in here at some point soon to fix my bogus VE table Thanks for all the help so
far Cheers, Rich. Board index All times are UTC. Quick links: Manuals : Megasquirt info : Forum
help page : Downloads. Moderators: jsmcortina , muythaibxr. Return to MS3 General Support.
See also MS3 manuals. My vss is a hall device I believe thanks Matt powered by 12v and goes
directly into my speedo. As I was going through my diagrams I noticed a single speed output
wire that goes back to the Nissan ecu. I scoped it out and as you can see I get a square wave
that increases in frequency with speed. Unfortunately it's only 0. Do you think if I use the 5v tps
vref with a resistor it might work? Unfortunately my Tableswitch runs my aircon, Launch is run
in as a clutch switch and my Datalog; well strangely enough is set up for exactly that lol. I will
try PT4 connection instead. Matt did mention to me that i might have to use that connection if i
connected directly to it, albeit with 5v instead of the 12v it has at the mo. At that point though i
hadnt discovered this single output from behind my speedo. What are your thoughts regarding
the 5v vref as a pullup. Add another ground wire there if not sure. Therefore I shall follow your

advice and just connect it up directly and maybe it will automatically get pulled up. Does that
sound logical, or am I just talking out of my bottom? Should be good to go then. This has
cleaned up the signal and made it usable. I will be using 5v as the pull up obviously, but it's
easy to grab 12v for testing. The frequency output is half the speed reading shown on the
speedo. As soon as I get some free time I'll get it wired up. Once again, thanks for all your help
and input guys. The frequency is not very high a
plymoth voyager
ford 64 high pressure fuel pump
vw 2012 passat
nd is only in ever going to be in the 10s of hertz. For example 20mph is 10hz, 30mph is 15 etc
it's exactly half. Do you think I could use the Nitrous in connection and use the jp8 jumper to
pull it up to 12v. And let's be honest, do I really need launch control lol, it's 55whp for goodness
sake. Job done. It all works flawlessly, I'm so pleased. I've typed in all my gear ratios also and
final drive so that it now shows what gear I'm in. As my 4th and 5th ratios are really similar it
has a hard time recognising 5th if I'm quick on the gear change. I'll probably cheat and alter the
ratio very slightly. It really is a good piece of kit this Megasquirt isn't it. Appears to work
perfectly so I've got my launch wire back. Thought I might as well post what I've done incase
anyone searches for howtos. I'm having an issue where i'm using a VR sensor stock one from
my GM t56 trans , and the vehicle speed gauge is all over the place, so i'm assuming it's all
noise. Board index All times are UTC.

